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EXT. FIELD BESIDE CHURCH MISSOULA MT-DAY

Walking down from the road to the field, ANDALINE, a 16 year

old girl, keeps the hood of her big loose sweater up.

Halfway down the hill she looks up to the CHURCH.

Andaline pulls down scarf from the bottom of her face. She

licks her upper lip where there is a scar. She walks further

down the hill.

A bus rolls up to the bus stop. BEN a teenage boy comes out

and adjusts glasses as he sees Andaline walking down hill.

He shifts the handle of his bag and starts walking down

behind her.

Andaline sits down on one of the decayed benches near the

stage. She pulls down her hood, letting her long dry black

hair blow in the wind.

She looks at the cross, there are birds singing.

Ben walks slowly on top of ridge above the clearing.

ANDALINE

Hey. It’s me. Just came back from

school. It was okay. Though Jody

was being a total bitch as usual.

She kept calling me a emo mute. But

we know that that’s not true.

Andaline turns her head and sees Ben.

ANDALINE

Hey! What are you doing here?

BEN

Uh...I was just curious as to what

you were doing here.

ANDALINE

None of your goddamn business

that’s what.

Ben walks down closer to clearing.

BEN

I don’t think that’s really

appropriate language.

Points to cross

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

BEN (CONT.)

Especially in front of the cross.

ANDALINE

I found some bird shit on that. I

really don’t think that me cursing

is the worse thing that’s been done

around it.

Ben stops in front of Andaline.

BEN

(pauses)

Fair enough.

ANDALINE

Who are you? Never seen you around

before.

BEN

Guess you haven’t been paying

attention. I’ve seen you going down

this hill plenty of times when I go

to church.

ANDALINE

Okay, creepy. But that doesn’t

answer my question.

BEN

My name is Ben. May I inquire

yours?

Andaline looks Ben up and down, she turns her head to the

cross.

ANDALINE

Andaline.

Ben chuckles.

Andaline turns her head quickly to Ben. Ben stops chuckling.

ANDALINE (CONT.)

Hey, at least it’s unique. There

are thousands of Bens. And as far

as I know there’s only one of me.

The wind picks up again, Ben looks to see in the distance a

small herd of deer grazing. Looks down again at Andaline.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

BEN

Do you mind if I sit down?

ANDALINE

Hell, why not.

BEN

Again interesting choice of words.

Andaline snorts. Ben sits down next to Andaline.

BEN (CONT.)

This is a cool spot.

ANDALINE

I like it. It’s not fussy.

Andaline looks down at Ben’s handbag, it is partially

opened. A copy of VEDAS is poking through with a picture of

an elephant head.

ANDALINE

So why do you go to church?

Ben looks at bag. Sees book cover.

BEN

Well, it’s all pretty much the same

thing. I guess I just like the

company. What about you?

Ben looks around at clearing.

BEN (CONT.)

I mean, I think this could be

considered a house of God...

Andaline looks up at the herd of deer. Licks scar. Ben looks

at scar.

ANDALINE

I asked questions they didn’t want

to answer.

Ben moves his hand close to Andaline’s.

BEN

What kind of questions?

ANDALINE

Stuff to help me understand. People

fear what they don’t understand and

(pauses) that’s why they fear God.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

Andaline bite’s lower lip.

ANDALINE (CONT.)

I guess I didn’t want to be scared

anymore.

Andaline looks down on STONE CIRCLE. Ben leans head closer.

ANDALINE (CONT.)

Fuck whatever. I don’t give two

shits.

Ben places hand on side of Andaline’s face. Pushes her face

up to face his. He leans in closer, She looks at his eyes.

He keeps looking at her scar.

Ben kisses Andaline’s scar, then starts placing lips onto

hers. Andaline’s face turns to surprise, she pushes Ben away

from her. Andaline stands up.

ANDALINE

What the fuck!? What the fuck was

that flying...fuckery?!

BEN

I’m sorry! I don’t know what came

over me-

Ben stands up.

ANDALINE

Your balls obviously!

BEN

What does that even mean?

ANDALINE

It means get the hell out of my

sight!

Andaline starts walking up other side of hill. Ben tries to

follow her.

BEN

Wait I’m sorry! I won’t invade your

space anymore!

ANDALINE

(yells)

LEAVE ME ALONE!

Ben stops. Andaline keeps walking up hill. Ben turns and

starts walking up to the church.



5.

EXT. OTHER SIDE OF HILL NEXT TO WOOD PILE-DAY

Andaline wipes her face with her sleeve. She peeks from her

sleeve.

She sees the herd of deer suddenly running away.

She looks over to see a faint figure of a COUGAR in the

bushes.

The cougar is slowly walking behind Ben.

Andaline’s face turns to terror. She looks beside her at

wood pile.

ANDALINE

(yells)

HEY!

Ben and cougar turn around. Ben face turns to horror. Cougar

starts stalking up to Andaline.

Andaline takes a large sharp piece of wood from the pile.

Starts running toward cougar yelling. Cougar runs toward

Andaline. Ben runs back down hill.

BEN

(yells)

ANDALINE STOP!

Andaline keeps running and yelling. The cougar and her get

closer and closer. They meet in the middle of the abandoned

cross site.

Ben comes up from behind, cougar turns and scratches him, he

falls onto one of the benches. Andaline comes up and slams

piece of wood onto cougar’s face.

Cougar falls onto side of stage. Shakes its head.

ANDALINE

(yells)

GET OUT OF HERE!

Cougar looks up.

ANDALINE

(screams)

Cougar runs away down the hillside.

Andaline runs over to Ben. Ben is sitting up holding hand to

chest. His head is bleeding. Andaline kneels in front of

him.
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ANDALINE

Oh my God! Oh my God! Oh my God!

Are you okay?!

BEN

Ugh, it just cut the skin. It’s not

deep.

Andaline hugs Ben tightly, she cries. She kisses the cut on

his head. She puts her hands on both sides of his face. She

then kisses his lips, slowly opening her mouth.

He opens his mouth, putting one hand on her back, the other

one behind her head. The two kiss passionately. He then

grunts from pain, putting one hand back onto chest.

Andaline pulls away, she puts her shoulders under one of his

arms and starts to pull him up.

ANDALINE

Come on. Let’s get you to a

hospital.

The two start walking up the hill. Ben kisses Andaline’s

scar.

BEN

Thanks.

Andaline smiles and chuckles.

The two walk over the hill to the church.

END


